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Abstract: This article deals with the issue of a partial problem in the sustainability and availability
of public transport using the example of a specific transit node. In every public transport network,
it is the transit nodes that can be a threat to the entire transport system in case of a bad design.
The article presents a microsimulation traffic model of a transit node, which was created in the PTV
VISSIM/VISWALK program. This model was tested by various traffic loads (i.e., normal loads, loads
taking into account the extension of the tram network and loads at extraordinary sports or cultural
events). As part of the evaluation of the monitored node, the movement of passengers on pedestrian
areas, escalators and staircases was analysed. The obtained results demonstrate the importance of
monitoring, for example, the Level of Service, average travel times and pedestrian speeds and other
parameters, to ensure the functionality of this construction. The use of traffic models can be crucial,
as they can be an invaluable aid and a suitable tool in finding the optimal transport solution that
respects the requirements for sustainable and accessible public transport.

Keywords: road transport; public transport; traffic model; transit node; sustainability; accessibility;
PTV VISSIM; PTV VISWALK

1. Introduction
1.1. Sustainable and Accessible Transport

Sustainable development is about meeting a number of goals defined by the United
Nations [1,2], such as no poverty and hunger, quality health care and education, sustainable
cities and so on. The sustainability of cities is also very closely related to the transport
sustainability, which tries to minimize the negative impact on the environment, traffic
accidents, etc. It is mainly the support of such types of transport that have this effect
as minimal as possible or at least less than the individual car transport (support of, e.g.,
pedestrian and cycle transport, public transport, etc.). However, the classic approach to
traffic planning usually seeks to maximize mobility. For sustainable development, transport
should be a means and not a goal. Cities, including their transport infrastructure, should be
designed in such a way that unnecessary traffic is either completely eliminated or at least
limited. The proposed solutions within sustainable transport must be reflected already
in the phase of preparation, i.e., already in the design of transport structures [3–9]. For
example, roads must comply not only with valid regulations in the given country, but also
with specific needs, i.e., contemporary modern turbo-roundabouts must also allow the
passage of larger public transport vehicles [10], passage of vehicles with excessive and
oversized cargos [11,12], etc. An equally important issue in sustainable transport is traffic
safety. For example, turbo-roundabouts often replace dangerous double-lane roundabouts
with low sustainability capacity or level, as discussed in, e.g., [13].

A separate chapter (and very important from the point of view of transport sustain-
ability) is public transport sustainability. Functioning public transport is of fundamental
importance, especially in large cities or densely populated agglomerations. Without quality
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and capacity public transport, such localities cannot function and any outage can cause the
collapse of the entire city system. Therefore, a number of factors need to be monitored in
the use of public transport. One of them is, for example, how a passenger is affected by the
distance of a public transport stop from his home when choosing the means of transport
used (i.e., the choice between public transport and individual car transport) [14]. The
passability of the access road to the nearest stop can also be crucial [15]. Other factors may
be, e.g., the number of connections of a given transport link, the waiting time for the next
connection, the number of links of public transport between individual municipalities [16],
etc. These and other factors are very important for public transport accessibility [17,18].

In addition to the above-mentioned factors, it is also necessary to monitor other critical
points of the public transport network, such as transit nodes. Similar to intersections in the
road network where it has to cope with volumes of vehicles moving in different directions
with different driving characteristics, the transit nodes are loaded by pedestrians moving
in different directions and speeds. The quality of the transit node can be evaluated on the
basis of the so-called Level of Service (LoS), which can be defined, e.g., by the average
speed that pedestrians can reach (depending on the volume of pedestrians, dimensions
of various parts of the transit node, i.e., corridors, stops, staircases, escalators, lifts, etc.),
the pedestrian traffic density expressed in number of people per square meter, etc. These
parameters also affect the so-called pedestrian travel times.

Capacity evaluation of transit nodes can be performed, e.g., on the basis of traffic
surveys and following calculations. It can be relatively simple and fast. However, if, e.g.,
to find the optimal solution, we want to change the input parameters repeatedly and have
results in the shortest possible time, it is necessary to use more sophisticated tools. Traffic
modelling using specialized software can be used for this.

1.2. Research Aims

The article aims to confirm the hypothesis that microsimulation traffic models can be
a very suitable tool for finding the optimal transport solution for critical points in public
transport infrastructure, in order to ensure adequate transport accessibility and related
transport sustainability—in other words, to present on a specific example of a loaded
transit node the suitability (or a significant advantage) in the use of microsimulation traffic
modelling, taking into account certain disadvantages in creating the model.

In fact, creating a microsimulation traffic model can be relatively time-consuming.
However, it is very important to realize what purpose the model will serve, or how accurate
the resulting traffic model should be. Naturally, no model can ever be a completely accurate
copy of a modelled object or location. However, the more accurate the model we require,
the more demanding its creation is. Analytic work with the resulting model then brings
many significant advantages. For example, in case of the analysed transit node here, we
can simply change the volumes of pedestrians and vehicles, make changes in the number
of bus/tram connections or links, or change the speeds of escalators, etc. The mentioned
changes can be made relatively quickly in the model, and it is also fast to obtain the
desired results. It could be said that traffic models can be an invaluable aid in finding the
optimal transport solution that respects the requirements for sustainable and accessible
public transport.

However, it is necessary that traffic modelling is used when designing the given
transport structure, but this fact is still often overlooked in the initial phase by investors,
operators and, last but not the least, designers. Unfortunately, it often happens that the
transport structure complies with all applicable regulations and standards, but traffic on it is
problematic. Subsequently, remedial solutions are sought, unfortunately often at relatively
high financial costs (i.e., greater than the creation of a traffic model). The aim of the research
is to confirm the given hypothesis using a practical example of a microsimulation model of
a specific transit node and to present the results of the research to the professional public.
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1.3. The Structure of the Article

Section 2 contains a literature review dealing with the given issue. Section 3 discusses
both the traffic modelling in general and the microsimulation modelling programs PTV
VISSIM and PTV VISWALK, which were used to evaluate the analysed transit node.
Section 4 presents the procedure of the performer analysis. Section 5 describes the analysed
transit node and its surroundings. Part of this section is also a description of the intention
to expand the tram network with a new section on the tram line, which in the future will
also affect traffic at the analysed transit node. Section 6 deals with the input data and
the results of the traffic surveys carried out. The evaluation of the capacity of the transit
node according to the technical standard is described in Section 7. This part is divided into
the evaluation of pedestrian areas in various ways, as well as the evaluation of escalators
and staircases. Section 8 briefly introduces the microsimulation modelling program PTV
VISSIM/VISWALK, which was used to evaluate the analysed transit node. The three
models that were analysed are also described. More precisely, it is the same model that is
subject to various loads (a model with normal load, a model taking into account the new
tram line and a model at full load). The most extensive is Section 9, which contains the
results of the performed analyses. There are tables and graphs with descriptive comments.
The conclusion and discussion follow.

2. Literature Review

The present article deals with the use of the PTV VISWALK microsimulation tool
to find the optimal solution of the transit node in terms of ensuring sufficient capacity
and degree of quality of transport (LoS), as a requirement for sustainable and accessible
public transport.

In the research, the review of available literature was done, where we were looking for
articles dealing with sustainable public transport, its critical points (with a focus on transit
nodes) and the usage of microsimulation traffic models. For example, [19] deals with the
sustainability development of urban public transport, specifically the trolleybus system
in chosen Polish cities, and [20] deals with urban public transport accessibility, which
addresses fair access to health services using public transport in the Chinese city Xi’an. The
planning of the public transport system is addressed, for example, in [21], which deals with
the still evolving Munich Metropolitan Area; in [22], which deals with the issue of chip
cards; and in [23], which uses the simulation program PTV VISUM. Other articles [24–28]
deal directly with the issue of transit nodes. For example, [24] focuses on the issue of
transfer between buses and metro in Chinese Beijing, [25] deals with clusters of passengers
at stops of public transport, [26] introduces a library of classes created in Python, which
can be used for computer simulation of transit nodes, and [28] deals with the reduction of
transfer times by optimizing public transport schedules. Although these articles deal with
the above-mentioned topics, they always deal only with selected parts. On the other hand,
sustainable public transport, transit nodes and microsimulation traffic models are dealt in,
e.g., [29], which, however, describes the issue of evacuation of the rail transit node.

Therefore, it can be stated that the present article brings a new perspective on the issue
of using microsimulation traffic models within sustainable and accessible public transport.

3. Traffic Modelling
3.1. About Traffic Modelling in General

Traffic modelling is an effective method in the fields of transport constructions and
transport engineering, which expands the possibilities of solving complex tasks and prob-
lems many times over. It is mainly used in the examination of alternative designs, testing
of new designs, finding and diagnosing problem areas, environmental and safety evalua-
tions, etc. The advantage of traffic modelling is that it allows you to look into the existing
system without its disruption. Due to the fact that the vast majority of simulation tools
use computer technology, the whole simulation process can be repeated as needed and the
input data can be changed, in both real and accelerated time. With advances in computer
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technology and the selection of the right tool or software, larger networks can be modelled
and simulated. It can lead to models that can be easily understood by even the general
public, that can be put into a real environment and that provide relevant data.

According to the purpose, we can divide the tools for traffic modelling into several
groups. However, we will limit ourselves only to tools that are used to model and simulate
traffic flows. The basis of these traffic models is to model the movements of vehicles (or
other road users) and their mutual influence as faithfully as possible. However, it is not
possible to create one universal model that can be used to model all situations. The main
criteria are the extent of the modelled network, similarity with the real state, the display of
details, etc. On the basis of these criteria, traffic models can be divided into two basic types:
macrosimulation and microsimulation models.

Macrosimulation tools are used to model larger communication networks (e.g., models
of the state, city, etc.) and are usually used for prognostic purposes. The basic outputs
of the macroscopic simulation include the allocation of traffic load to the communication
network, most often in the form of cartograms or ribbon diagrams of traffic volumes,
directional distribution of traffic flows, looking for traffic congestion, etc. These outputs
can be used to analyse the existing communication network, evaluate the alternative
solutions, evaluate the impacts and influences on the surrounding transport network or the
environment, analyse traffic service, etc. For example, [30] deals with the issue of optimal
distribution of passengers between individual car transport and public transport using
macrosimulation models created in the PTV VISUM program and focuses on the area of
Kysuce and the city Žilina in Slovakia. The same authors also deal with the analysis of
transport in the town of Martin [31]. The analysis of traffic in Palembang City, Indonesia,
was carried out in [32], which uses a model created in the PTV VISUM program. The
same software for optimizing the public transport was used in [23]; it bridges the gap
between the development of optimization algorithms and their applications in real-world
planning processes. Furthermore, [33] deals with the analyses of demand for ropeways as
an alternative public transport subsystem in Munich using PTV VISUM. PTV VISUM was
also used in [34] for modelling bicycle transport in Warsaw. For example, [35] deals with
traffic optimization using the macrosimulation program OmniTRANS, which analyses the
transport in the city of Odessa. The modelling of the Amsterdam motorway network using
microsimulation models is discussed in [36]. Macrosimulation models in OmniTrans can
also be used to compare capacity calculations obtained by different methods, as shown
in [37,38]. The OmniTrans program is also addressed in [39], which describes the use of
macrosimulation models in strategic planning in south-eastern Queensland in Australia.

On the contrary, the essence of the microscopic simulation is the modelling of individ-
ual vehicles on the given communication network, taking into account all parameters of
infrastructure and means of transport, including the behaviour of the driver (for details, see
Section 3.2). The input parameters are, among other things, quality construction drawing
of the evaluated place (e.g., intersection or section of road), data about vehicles and other
participants in the traffic (type, speed, acceleration/deceleration, etc.), traffic volumes,
etc. The output is, e.g., data about the capacity of the road or intersection [40], delays,
queue lengths, average speeds, travel times (not only for vehicles but also for pedestri-
ans [41]), etc. Sophisticated microsimulation tools (such as PTV VISSIM—see [10,13,41–47],
PTV VISWALK—see [15,29,48], AIMSUN—see [49–52], PARAMMICS—see [45,53–55], etc.)
enable the simulation of even more demanding tasks, such as analyses of the impact of
traffic on the environment, noise studies, parking studies, simulation of toll gate operation,
etc. They can also be used to evaluate accidents, as stated in [56], for modelling traffic on
freeways to improve traffic throughput [51], for modelling traffic with intelligent vehicles
and on intelligent roads [57], to analyse the influence of so-called adaptive cruise control
on the basic characteristics of traffic flows [58], for modelling of evacuation of transport
structures [29], etc. An interesting source of information is the dissertation theses [59],
which describes four different categories of car-following behaviour models, each with
different parameter distributions. The four categories are divided into traffic condition
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(congested vs. uncongested) and roadway condition (work zone vs. non-work zone). Many
other authors have been dealing with the issue of microsimulation models for a long time,
so it is not a matter of only the last few years [10,13,15,40,42,45–47,49–52,54,57–60], period
from the end of the last century [43,55,61]. The issue of car-following models was dealt
in the years 1953 by [62], 1978 by [44] and others (contemporary, e.g., [45,54,60]), and [48]
proves that using microsimulation models can solve current topics; it uses the program PTV
VISWALK to analyse the change in the behaviour of the pedestrian due to the COVID-19
pandemic (i.e., the need to keep the recommended 2 m distance between people limits the
clusters of passengers waiting at public transport stops and thus limits the capacity of the
transport structure).

3.2. Microsimulation Programs PTV VISSIM and PTV VISWALK

Therefore, microsimulation traffic models can be an important part in the design of
transport structures, with the aim of ensuring both the public transport accessibility and
the required sustainability. With the use of microsimulation modelling, it is then relatively
easy to find the optimal solution to a given problem. This was one of the main reasons
why the authors of the presented article performed a more detailed analysis of a chosen
transport structure, using the PTV VISSIM program (resp. PTV VISWALK). The names of
the programs are derived from “Planung Transport Verkehr” (PTV; German for “traffic
planning”), from “Verkehr In Städten—SIMulationsmodell” (VISSIM; German for “traffic
in cities—simulation model”) and from “Walking” (VISWALK).

The PTV VISSIM program is a microscopic simulation program for modelling multi-
modal traffic systems and belongs to the software package of Vision Traffic Suite [63]. It is
thus a microscopic, time-oriented and behavioural simulation tool for modelling urban and
non-urban traffic, including pedestrians. In addition to individual car transport, PTV VIS-
SIM also simulates road and rail public transport. Traffic flow is simulated under various
conditions (traffic lane parameters, traffic flow classification, traffic control by traffic signal
control equipment, recording of vehicles of individual and public transport, etc.). Vehicles
move in the transport network using the traffic flow model. Unlike simpler models, in
which a predominantly constant speed is provided, PTV VISSIM uses the psychophysical
model of perception developed by Wiedemann [64,65] in the 1970s. The basic concept
of this model is that the driver of a faster vehicle begins to slow down when they reach
their limit of individual perception to a slower-moving vehicle. Because the driver cannot
accurately determine the speed of this vehicle, their speed drops below the speed of this
vehicle until it starts to accelerate slightly again when the next perception limit is reached.
There is a slight and even acceleration and deceleration. Different driver behaviours are
taken into account for speed and distance distribution functions. In addition, PTV VISSIM
is suitable for modelling automatic counters of the length of a queue. Queue lengths can
be determined at any point in the transport network and evaluated at any time interval.
The output are the following values: the maximum length of the queue, the average length
of the queue and the number of stops. Other parameters that can be monitored are, e.g.,
the average delay time of the passage through the intersection, or pedestrian travel time.
These results can then be compared with the results of common capacity calculations, but
with the fact that each method approaches the topic differently.

The PTV VISWALK program, together with the PTV VISSIM program, of which it is a
part, also forms an effective tool for creating microsimulation models [63]. However, PTV
VISWALK is mainly focused on modelling the movement of pedestrians, not only on roads,
but especially on areas intended for pedestrians, e.g., transit nodes, passages, corridors,
etc., or also buildings (into the model, a file type IFC, i.e., Building Information Modelling
(BIM), can be imported, among others). At the same time, the models are supplemented
by common obstacles, such as columns, walls, stairs, escalators, lifts, etc. PTV VISWALK
models human walking on the basis of the social force model (1995) by Prof. Dr. Dirk
Helbing [63]. The basic principle of the model is to model the elementary stimulus to
the movement of pedestrians analogous to Newtonian mechanics. Social, psychological
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and physical forces result in a total force that ultimately results in an entirely physical
parameter, acceleration. These forces arise from the desire of the pedestrian to reach the
goal, and from the influence of other pedestrians and obstacles in the environment [66–73].
According to [74], the behaviour of the pedestrians can be divided into three hierarchical
levels. On the strategic level of minutes to hours, the pedestrian plans the route and creates
a list of destinations. On the tactical level of seconds to minutes, the pedestrian chooses the
route between the destinations, taking into account the entire network. On the operational
level of milliseconds to seconds, the pedestrian performs the actual movement. That is, the
pedestrian avoids other pedestrians, walks through a dense crowd or simply continues on
the way to the destination. The social force model controls the operational level and parts
of the tactical level. The user then defines the settings of the strategic level.

According to [63], the main differences between the approach of Wiedemann and
Helbing are as follows. When pedestrians are modelled as “vehicles” according to the
Wiedemann model, they do not move freely, but along user-defined routes in the network.
The spatial characteristics of their trajectories are thus formed by the input data for the
model and do not result from the simulation. Only the time when the pedestrian crosses the
line at a certain point is calculated and the result is created. On the contrary, in the Helbing
model, pedestrians can move freely in two spatial dimensions. Thus, their trajectories are
not predefined, but are calculated according to the model. Therefore, this approach to
pedestrian simulation is more flexible, detailed and realistic. However, there are situations
where the essential elements of dynamics are created according to the Wiedemann model
(for example, when pedestrians have no other role than to cause interruptions to vehicular
traffic at signalized junctions).

4. Analysis Procedure

As indicated above, transit nodes can be critical points in the public transport network.
Microsimulation models can be used to simulate traffic at transit nodes (not only road
traffic, but especially pedestrian traffic). The present article points out, using a specific
example, the possibility of using this tool for capacity evaluation of transit nodes. At our
workplace within the Laboratory of Traffic Engineering, a microsimulation traffic model of
the transit node, which is used by passengers for transfers between bus and tram transport,
was created. It is a transit node, which is situated within a three-floor bridge structure.
First, an initial simple model was created within the diploma thesis [75] under the guidance
of one of the authors of this article. Subsequently, within the laboratory, this model was
modified, significantly refined and supplemented with other input data. The results of the
analyses, which were performed on the basis of simulations performed on a model created
in the PTV VISSIM/VISWALK program, are presented in this article.

Figure 1 shows a flowchart containing individual steps of the analysis. The whole
process is divided into four basic parts, i.e., the initial preparation, creation of a simulation
model, experimenting with the model and evaluation.

As part of the initial preparations, it is first necessary to relevantly describe the
selected locality, including the surroundings. In the next step of the analysis, traffic
problems are specified, while it is necessary to decide whether a suitable solution can be
found using simulation tools. The most suitable type of model (microscopic/macroscopic,
dynamic/static, etc.) is also selected here. Subsequently, the basic aims that the simulation
process is to follow are set. Part of this step should be to decide about optional scenarios
(i.e., to define different options of the model). The last step of this part is the collection and
analysis of input data. This step can take place during the process of creating the model
(often the input data must also be updated).
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The next part concerns the creation of the simulation model itself [76,77]. The following
part concerns the creation of the simulation model itself. One of the most important steps
is to create a model concept. The correct methodology for model creation is selected, and
the appropriate (or required) degree of abstraction of the analysed locality is determined.
Then the basic traffic skeleton of the model is modelled, which can already be loaded
with traffic. Only then other systems can be inserted into the model, such as public
transport, pedestrian and bicycle transport systems, etc. However, it is pointless to create
an excessively large model, as any small error can significantly influence the result of the
simulation. We will then create our own simulation model from the conceptual model and
later perform experiments on it. It is necessary to have at least basic knowledge of the
relationships between generally accepted principles of modelling and their implementation
in the modelling software used. Model verification means checking and verifying the
functionality of the model. The functional characteristics of the model and their accuracy,
compliance with physical laws, etc., are tested. It is suitable to perform the verification
already during the creation of the model. The validation of the model is confirmed by the
fact that the created model corresponds to the real model and provides appropriate results
with the required degree of accuracy for the given purpose of the simulation study.

After creating the model and its successful verification and validation, it is possible to
start experimenting with the model [76,77]. The design of the simulation process consists
of the creation of plans of simulation experiments, i.e., the determination of the number
of simulation experiments, their length and the method of performance. This is followed
by the actual simulation and its evaluation. This is repeated depending on the specified
number of simulations. If new problems or facts appear during experimentation that need
to be taken into account in the model, it is necessary to determine a new design of the
simulation process. After performing all planned simulations, the analysis of the obtained
data follows.

The previous two stages (i.e., model creation and experimentation) are repeated in the
case of more options of the model (in the present article, these are Models A, B and C).

In the final part, the evaluation of the results of analyses and the definition of conclu-
sions are performed. The results of the experiments can be presented using tables or graphs
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and, if necessary, using appropriate statistical tools, but always taking into account the
purpose of the simulation study. In the case of creating more options models, a comparison
of the results of the analysis for all models is performed.

5. An Analysed Locality
5.1. Description of Transit Node

The analysed transit node (called Svinov-mosty) is located in the city of Ostrava (the
Czech Republic, GPS 49◦49′27.105” N, 18◦12’36.807” E; see Figure 2—position 1). It is a
multi-level bridge that allows passengers to transfer between bus and tram links. This
transit node is within a walking distance of the important train station Ostrava-Svinov (see
Figure 2—position 2). The analysed place thus connects several types of transport, not only
public transport (i.e., urban public transport, long-distance bus and train transport) but
also individual car transport (in the locality, there are both a car park and a parking house;
see Figure 2—positions 4 and 6). There is also a transport link from the train station to Leos
Janacek Airport in Ostrava.
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The transit node Svinov-mosty and its parts are shown in Figure 3, or schematically
in Figure 4. The name of the transit node, i.e., Svinov-mosty, indicates the district Svinov
and bridges (in Czech “mosty”). It is a system of two roads and two tram bridges. From
the transport point of view, it is a three-floor construction. On the ground floor (i.e., at
the level of the surrounding terrain), there are bus stops for urban and long-distance
transport (Figure 3—position 6 and Figure 4—position D1 + D2). The first floor is located
at a height of about 6 m, and it consists of a corridor under the structure of the bridges
(Figure 3—position 5), into which individual staircases and escalators and lifts lead. It is
therefore a kind of “pedestrian intersection”, where passengers are divided in all possible
directions within this transit node. The second floor is at a height of about 10.5 m above
the ground level and is located directly on the bridges. There are bus stops for urban and
long-distance transport (Figure 3—position 1 and Figure 4—position H1–H8) and tram
stops (Figure 3—position 2 and Figure 4—position T1+T2).
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The diagram of the analysed transit node is shown in Figure 4. There are, among other
things, obvious staircase towers, which are used for the movement of passengers between
floors. These are the north staircase tower (see Figure 4—position 1, or Figure 3—position 3),
the south staircase tower (see Figure 4—position 3, or Figure 3—position 7) and two internal
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staircase towers (see Figure 4—position 2, or Figure 3—position 9). All towers include stairs,
escalators and a lift in various layouts. At the stops and pedestrian areas there are tactile
guide paths, signal and warning strips according to the technical requirements for barrier-free
use of the constructions.

5.2. An Extension of Tram Network

One of the tasks (see Model B below) set by this study was to verify the capacity of the
analysed transit node in a case of an expansion of the tram network in the district Poruba
(see Figure 5—position 2, or green colour). The new tram line will replace at least a part of
some bus links or cause more significant changes, which will also affect the traffic on the
monitored transit node (in Figure 5, see position 1). To describe the overall changes in the
bus and tram links, changes in the numbers of connections, or cancellation or redirection
of some links to other routes, etc., are not technically possible in this article, and it is
not necessary. To monitor the changes within the analysed transit node, the following
conclusions are sufficient, which were defined on the basis of the study of information, e.g.,
from [75,80,81], and which are related to bus links passing through the analysed transit
node (specifically link no. 48 and 49). The new tram line will follow the route shown in
Figure 5 in green colour. The route of this tram line will go partly along the existing route
of bus link no. 48 and 49 (in Figure 5, the line in green-yellow colour). For this reason, some
passengers from link no. 48 will use the new tram line. It is also planned to cancel part of
bus link no. 49 in the section from the analysed transit node to the end of the new tram line
(in Figure 5, the yellow dashed line). The other links will also be affected, but according to
the available documents, this effect will not be significant. In any case, passengers currently
travelling from the city centre to the districts Poruba and Pustkovec (see Figure 5) will not
have to change (at the analysed transit node) from tram to bus, but will be able to continue
by tram. Thus, there will be a decrease in transfers between buses and trams at the transit
node, but among other things, the numbers of passengers at tram stops, which will offer
new travel options, will change.
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6. Traffic Surveys

The basic input data for the analyses were pedestrian volumes. Passengers can enter
the monitored transit node areas in two ways, i.e., they come from the surrounding area or
arrive by public transport vehicles. From the surrounding area, passengers can come from
the north (i.e., in the place of the northern staircase tower—see Figure 4, position 1), or from
the south (i.e., in the place of the southern staircase tower—see Figure 4, position 3). These
places were subsequently defined in the traffic model as the so-called pedestrian inputs.
The pedestrian volumes found by the research in the afternoon peak hour are stated in
Table 1.

Table 1. The intensities of pedestrians entering the model from the surrounding area (3 p.m.–4 p.m.).

Pedestrian Input 300–315 p.m. 315–330 p.m. 330–345 p.m. 345–400 p.m. Total

North 120 127 50 57 354

South 155 170 120 170 615

Total 275 297 170 227 969

Traffic volumes of departing and boarding passengers were obtained from the data
obtained by the company KODIS [79], or from [75]. These were passengers of urban and
long-distance bus links, as well as passengers of tram links. Due to copyright, a sample
of the data obtained cannot be published in this article. Therefore, we limit ourselves to a
verbal description. The direction and number of the link, the time of the connection, the
number of passengers who arrived, disembarked, boarded and departed, and the maximum
vehicle occupancy and its capacity utilization in percentage were stated for each connection
of the given transport link. Regarding the number of connections, for example, in the
afternoon peak hours on a working day (3 p.m.–4 p.m.), 36 tram connections were recorded
in the direction to the district Poruba (see Figure 4—position T1), 37 tram connections
in the direction to the city centre (see Figure 4—position T2), 32 bus connections in the
direction to Poruba (see Figure 4—position H1–H4) and 34 bus connections in the direction
to the city centre (see Figure 4—position H5–H8). From the stops on the ground floor
of this transit node, 22 connections departed from stop D1 and 16 connections departed
from stop D2 (see Figure 4—position D1 + D2). For illustration, we present the number of
transport links that pass through the relevant stops (as indicated in Figure 4): T1—5 links,
T2—5 links, H1—1 link, H2—3 links, H3—3 links, H4—1 link, H5—1 link, H6—1 link,
H7 –3 links, H8—3 links, D1—14 links and D2—13 links (stops H1 and H5 are served
mainly by the long-distance links; a larger number of long-distance links is also at stops D1
and D2).

These data had to be supplemented by our own traffic surveys, which focused on
the transfers of passengers between individual means of transport (or between individual
floors of the transit node) during transfers from link to link. In other words, it was necessary
to analyse the movements of passengers between floors, the usage of stairs, escalators
and lifts, etc. For this purpose, informed people were used. They conducted the census.
Video cameras were also used. Due to the large content of the obtained data, we limit the
discussion to only the sample shown in Table 2. The table shows the number of passengers
using stairs S1–S7 and escalators E1–E6 (see Figure 4 for designation), again during the
afternoon peak hours (3 p.m.–4 p.m.), which was eventually used in a microsimulation
traffic model. Greater usage of escalators is evident (compared to staircases), as due to
the importance of this transit node, there are a larger number of passengers with larger
luggage (suitcases, etc.). Due to the minimal usage of lifts (on average, 4 people/h per lift),
the capacities of the lifts were not evaluated in the analyses.
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Table 2. An example of the results of a traffic survey: numbers of passengers using staircases (S1–S7) and escalators (E1–E6)
during afternoon maximum peak hour.

Time S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6

300–315 p.m.
0 14 4 0 24 27 21 56 118 96 108 54 90
8 33 14 15 19 15 13 59 81 121 43 53 85

315–330 p.m.
1 25 1 0 13 0 15 55 92 38 44 20 17
3 30 10 1 7 2 8 45 76 105 32 23 56

330–345 p.m.
0 12 1 0 16 5 4 58 153 38 73 40 52
1 40 15 17 9 0 1 44 98 110 35 42 62

345–400 p.m.
0 30 0 0 17 4 9 49 102 41 83 22 65
5 22 5 18 5 0 11 30 65 45 43 20 25

Subtotal
1 81 6 0 70 36 49 218 465 213 308 136 224
17 125 44 51 40 17 33 178 320 381 153 138 228

Total 18 206 50 51 110 53 82 396 785 594 461 274 452

The upper value indicates the number of people upwards, the lower value downwards. The subtotal and total values are in person per
hour. For designations S1–S7 and E1–E6, see Figure 4.

The traffic model also needed to take into account the composition of pedestrian traffic,
which is closely related to walking speed. The usual walking speed of a healthy adult on a
plain is about 5 km/h. However, this problem is not so clear-cut. It is necessary to take into
account, for example, the proportion of older people, people with special needs, etc. The
PTV VISSIM/VISWALK program uses the so-called speed distribution function, which
takes into account the age of the pedestrians and their possible reduced mobility. Table 3
shows the lower and upper speed limits for the individual pedestrian classes as well as the
percentages used in the analysed models. These percentages were determined on the basis
of video recordings taken as a part of traffic surveys. Since transport is basically a stochastic
system, these adjustments are sufficient for the needs of the described analyses. The real
speed of movement of individual pedestrians is naturally influenced (usually reduced) in
the model by a number of factors, e.g., avoiding obstacles and other pedestrians, taking the
stairs or using escalators, etc.

Table 3. Division of pedestrians according to the speed of movement, age and other attributes according to PTV VIS-
SIM/VISWALK [63].

Pedestrian Class Sex Speed (km/h)
(Lower Bound)

Speed (km/h)
(Upper Bound) Percentage in Models (%)

<30
Male 4.00 6.66 12.3

27.4Female 3.35 5.58 15.1

30–50
Male 3.49 5.83 22.7

46.3Female 2.56 4.28 23.6

>50
Male 3.02 5.04 6.8

15.7Female 2.02 3.38 8.9

With Reduced Mobility Male 2.30 3.82 4.1
7.8Female 1.55 2.56 3.7

With Severely Reduced
Mobility

Male 1.98 3.28 1.6
2.8Female 1.33 2.20 1.2

For the needs of traffic models, it was also necessary to find out the number of car
transport vehicles that pass on roads and can affect departures of buses from stops. The
volume of vehicles passing bus stops on the 2nd floor (i.e., H1–H8—see Figure 4) is about
5000 vehicles per peak hour. The volumes of vehicles at stops D1 + D2 on the ground floor
is basically negligible (approx. 100 veh/h).
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7. Evaluation of the Capacity of the Transit Node According to the Technical Standards

No technical conditions or technical standards deal with the issue of the evaluation
of the capacity of transit nodes in the Czech Republic in more detail. For the purposes of
determining the capacity, the Czech standard CSN 73 6110 Design of Urban Roads [82] was
used. It describes the capacity of roads for pedestrians. Furthermore, the standard CSN EN
115 Safety of Escalators and Moving Walkways [83], which, among other things, specifies
the procedure for determining the capacity of escalators, was also used.

7.1. Evaluation of Pedestrian Areas

For the evaluation of the capacity of the analysed transit node, first it was necessary
to determine the so-called Level of Service (LoS) of areas designated for pedestrians. For
this purpose, the sizes of pedestrian areas were measured using project documentation
in DWG format and using AutoCAD Civil 3D. These were the areas of bus and tram
platforms, connecting the corridor and the space on the ground floor (see Figure 6, where
the approximate positions of these areas are drawn).
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The Level of Service (LoS) for pedestrian areas is evaluated according to CSN 73 6110 [82]
and is similar to the evaluation of LoS for vehicles. As with vehicles, LoS in pedestrians
expresses the comfort of their movement on the road. The basic determining criterion is
the pedestrian speed of movement, which is closely related to the pedestrian traffic density.
With increasing volume and density of pedestrians, the speed decreases and the freedom
of movement is reduced. The walking speed of approx. 2.5 km/h is unnaturally slow and
corresponds to a density of 1.3–1.7 person/m2 [82]. At a density of 0.7 person/m2 and more,
the speed increases to only 3.0–3.5 km/h (in this state, even slow pedestrians must reduce
their speed of movement) [82]. Only at 0.25 person/m2 and less, the fastest pedestrian can
reach speeds of up to approx. 6.5 km/h [82]. Further details, which will be used later in the
analysis of the results from microsimulation traffic models, are given in Table 4. It describes,
among other things, the individual degrees of LoS, which are marked with the letters A to F.
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Table 4. Level of Service for the movement of pedestrians on the pedestrian areas. Modified from [82].

Level of Service Average Density (pedestrians/m2)
Capacity (pedestrians/h/lane)

Description

A 0.08
120–180

The pedestrian moves freely, at the chosen speed, without
conflicts.

B 0.27
240–36

The movement is still free. The effect of the presence of other
pedestrians is small.

C 0.46
600–900

Possibility of both walking at normal speed and overtaking in
one direction. Minor conflicts in cross or opposite movement.

Slight reduction in speed.

D 0.71
900–1300

The choice of speed and overtaking is limited. Cross and
opposite movements require changes in speed and position and
are conflicting. Perceptible interactions between pedestrians.

E 1.67
1500–2200

Significant limitation of speed; overtaking is not possible. Cross
and opposite movements only with great difficulty. Limit state

of capacity with interruption to stopping of movement.

F >1.7
variable

Movement is unstable and possible only very slowly. Constant
contact with other pedestrians. Cross and opposite movements
are impossible. The state is approaching a cluster of pedestrians

without movement.

Technical standard CSN 73 6110 [82] also specifies the Level of Service for so-called
pedestrian clusters (e.g., at public transport stops). On the basis of the average number of
people per square meter, the individual degrees of Level of Service are determined. A more
detailed description is given in Table 5.

Table 5. Level of Service for pedestrians in clusters. Modified from [82].

Level of Service Average Number of
People/m2 Average Area (m2/person) Description

A 0.75 1.40 Standing or free movement are possible
without mutual interference.

B 1.00 1.00
It is possible to stand, and movement is

partially limited without
mutual interference.

C 1.40 0.70

Standing and limited movement is possible
with mutual interference. Density is within

the limits of personal comfort. Heavily
loaded transfer stations.

D 2.50 0.40

Standing is possible without touching each
other. Movement is significantly limited,

and forward movement is only possible in
a group. Very heavily loaded

transfer stations.

E 4.00 0.25

Physical contact with other people is
inevitable. Movement inside the cluster is
impossible. Only for short-term peak hours

(sports matches, etc.).

F >4.00 <0.25

All people are in direct physical contact.
No movement is possible. The density is

very uncomfortable. Crowded public
transport vehicles and lifts.
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7.2. Evaluation of Escalators

The maximum capacity of escalators Ce,max is given by the standard CSN EN 115 [83]
(Table 6).

Table 6. Maximum capacity of escalators Ce,max according to CSN EN 115. [83].

Belt Width Nominal Speed (m/s)

(m) 0.50 0.65 0.75

0.60 3600 persons/h 4400 persons/h 4900 persons/h
0.80 4800 persons/h 5900 persons/h 6600 persons/h
1.00 6000 persons/h 7300 persons/h 8200 persons/h

The capacity of the escalators of the analysed transit node was subsequently evaluated
using the volume-to-capacity ratio:

av =
Ie

Ce,max
[−] (1)

where Ie is the volume of pedestrians on escalators (persons/h) and Ce,max is the maximum
capacity of the escalator given by the standard CSN EN 115 (persons/h) (see Table 6).

The evaluation of the capacity of the escalators then consists in the determination of
the capacity reserve, which must reach at least positive values. The capacity reserve of
escalators is determined from the relation

R = Ie − Ce,max (persons/h) or R =

(
1− Ie

Ce,max

)
× 100 [%]. (2)

From the above-mentioned formula, it is obvious that both parameters, i.e., volume-
to-capacity ratio av and capacity reserve R (in decimal form, which we get by dividing R in
% by the number 100), after the mutual sum, give the result equal to 1.

There are escalators with a width of 0.80 m in the observed transit node, which move
at the nominal speed of 0.50 m/s. From Table 6, it follows that their maximum capacity
Ce,max is 4800 persons/h.

7.3. Evaluation of Staircases

In technical standard CSN 73 6110 [82], the capacity of staircases is defined more or
less vaguely. It is stated here that the capacity of staircases compared to pedestrian areas
decreases to at least 0.65 times the values given in Table 4. If the staircases are, for example,
in railway stations, where pedestrians with luggage often move, the values from this table
fall below 50%. Capacity is also reduced by the length of the staircase (i.e., the increasing
height to be overcome, as in higher parts of the staircases the pedestrians tend to be tired
and they slow down)—this applies mainly to staircases that have the difference of height
of more than 10 m.

In the performed analyses, for the above-mentioned reason, the staircases are evalu-
ated only with the use of microsimulation models.

8. Microsimulation Traffic Models
8.1. Used Software

The specialized software PTV VISSIM, together with PTV VISWALK, was used to
create a microsimulation traffic model of the analysed transit node. Both programs use
a common software environment, so in the following text, the designation PTV VIS-
SIM/VISWALK is also used.

For the purposes of the analysis of pedestrian movement in the monitored transit node,
three models representing different states of traffic load were created (for more details, see
other subsections):
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• Model A—a model of normal state, i.e., at normal load;
• Model B—a model taking into account the new tram line;
• Model C—a model at full (extraordinary) load.

8.2. Model A—A Model of Normal State

As a model representing the normal state of traffic at the analysed transit node (i.e.,
the movement of the vehicles of road traffic, vehicles of public transport and pedestrians),
a model for afternoon peak hour was created. The drawing shown in Figure 7 was used as
a plan view.
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floors, a 3D model of transit node was created in the PTV VISSIM/VISWALK program (in 
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Figure 7. A drawing of the analysed transit node, which was used as a plan view basis for the traffic model ((a)—overall
situation, and (b)—detail of the stairs, escalators, etc.) [75,84].

On the basis of the plan view and the knowledge of height parameters of individual
floors, a 3D model of transit node was created in the PTV VISSIM/VISWALK program
(in the following text, the names of the so-called objects of modelled transport network
(Network Objects) are marked in italics). The model itself consists of, among other things,
roads and tram lines (Links) at various height levels, areas for pedestrians (Areas), stairs
and escalators (Ramps & Stairs—the program allows you to model inclined ramps) and
obstacles such as columns (Obstacles). Objects of Public Transport Lines and Public
Transport Stops were used for public transports routes and stops.

The resulting 2D model is shown in Figure 8, with the left image (a) showing the
model in full view, while the right image (b) shows it in a simplified view, i.e., the so-called
toggle wireframe. The model in 3D is shown in Figure 9.

The model of the transit node was subsequently loaded with the appropriate volumes
of vehicles and pedestrians (Vehicle Inputs and Pedestrian Inputs) and the routes they use
(Vehicle Routes and Pedestrian Routes) were determined. Figure 10 shows an example of
pedestrian movement between individual points of interest, i.e., between entrances to the
model, staircases and escalators, bus and tram stops, etc. (see yellow lines). In the right
part of Figure 10, there is an example of the entered data, including selected attributes.
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Figure 11 shows an example of an already running simulation in the created model.
During the simulation, among other things, the time of transfer of passengers between
points of interest (Pedestrian Travel Times) was monitored and a comparison of these times
between individual models was performed (i.e., Models A, B and C—see below).
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8.3. Model B—A Model Taking into Account the New Tram Line

As mentioned above, it is planned to expand the tram network in the district Poruba
(see Figure 5). The construction of a new tram line will also affect the situation at the
monitored transit node. The created transport model was, therefore, modified to respect
the changes described above (i.e., the transfer of part of the passengers between the
individual bus and tram links, the cancellation of one bus link, etc.).

The results of this analysis are stated in Section 9.3.

8.4. Model C—A Model at Full Load

The last model simulated the situation of full (extraordinary) load. It was a theoretical
simulation of a situation that occurs, e.g., as a result of extraordinary social or sports events.
During these events, only the traffic volumes in some directions are usually increased,
but to determine the theoretical capacity at full load, all pedestrian volumes from Model
A were increased four times. The number of chosen connections was also increased
(e.g., during special events, so-called additional connections are usually added to chosen
links). Subsequently, it was monitored whether the analysed transit node is able to handle
this load.

The results of this analysis are stated in Section 9.4.

9. The Results of Analyses
9.1. Monitored Parameters

For the analysed transit node, the following evaluation (the numbering of the follow-
ing subsections corresponds to the subsection numbers, which are used in the following
text for individual models) was performed for each model (i.e., Models A, B and C—see
Sections 8.2–8.4). As mentioned earlier, the models used data from traffic surveys during
the afternoon peak hours (i.e., from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.).
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9.1.1. Evaluation of Pedestrian Areas

On the basis of the results from microsimulation models created in PTV VISSIM/VISWALK,
the Level of Service (LoS) was determined for pedestrian areas in two ways. First, all pedestrian
areas (i.e., nos. 1–6 according to Figure 6) were evaluated in terms of movement of pedestrians in
these areas (according to Table 4). Then, the areas that contain stops (i.e., nos. 1–4 and no. 6
according to Figure 6), were evaluated in terms of the movement of pedestrian in the cluster
(according to Table 5).

During the evaluation of the model, among others, some parameters were monitored,
which are defined according to [63] as follows:

• density (persons/m2)—density of pedestrians on areas, escalators and staircases;
• perceived density (person/m2)—density of pedestrians perceived around the pedes-

trian, i.e., the number of other pedestrians around the pedestrian;
• speed (km/h)—average pedestrian speed calculated as harmonic average.

The simulation of vehicle and pedestrian traffic in the analysed transit node lasted
one hour for each model. However, the PTV VISSIM/VISWALK program records data in
seconds and, therefore, the simulation length is defined as 3600 s. However, the evaluation
of data from the model always started only in the tenth minute of the simulation (i.e., in the
time 600–3600 s (see graphs below)) due to the gradual loading of the model by volumes of
vehicles and pedestrians (up to 600th second the program gives relevant data).

9.1.2. Evaluation of Escalators

Escalators are also a part of the analysed transit node. There is a total of six pairs of
escalators (each pair allows the movement of people in both directions). Here, too, the
escalators were evaluated in two ways. First, Level of Service was determined in the same
way as in the case of the movement of pedestrians on pedestrian areas (i.e., according to
Table 4). Then the escalators were evaluated on the basis of the capacity reserve according
to Table 6, or Formulas (1) and (2).

Each escalator has a belt width of 0.8 m and a nominal speed of 0.5 m/s. The lengths
of the escalators vary depending on the overcome height. Therefore, the maximum capacity
of the escalator configuration used is, according to Table 6, 4800 persons/h. However, a
prerequisite for such capacity is the smooth occupation of the belt by passengers. In reality,
however, passengers usually keep certain distances between themselves, which reduces
capacity. In addition, many passengers have large luggage, or animals, bicycles, etc., which
again reduces the real capacity. Passengers with reduced mobility enter the escalator more
carefully and slowly.

9.1.3. Evaluation of Staircases

As mentioned earlier, standard CSN 73 6110 defines staircase capacity very briefly.
Therefore, the staircases were evaluated in the same way as pedestrian areas and escalators,
i.e., by determination of the Level of Service according to Table 4.

9.1.4. Evaluation of Travel Times

The analysed transit node allows for a number of movements of passengers, such
as moving from the edges of the model to a bus/tram stop, and vice versa, or transfers
between individual bus/tram links. The results obtained from the microsimulation models
showed that for the capacity evaluation of the analysed transit node, it is necessary to
analyse in more details the so-called travel time of passengers from the edges of the model
to stops, and vice versa. According to [63], the travel time (s) is defined as an average
pedestrian travel time from the starting area to the destination area (e.g., from entering the
model to reaching the desired stop). The edge of the model for the analysed transit node
was represented by area no. 6 (see Figure 6) and bus/tram stops (in Figure 6, areas 1 to 4).
The individual routes were marked as d1–d4 for routes leading from areas 1–4 down to
area no. 6 and as u1–u4 for routes leading from area no. 6 up to area nos. 1–4. It is clear
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from Figure 4 that for each route, the passenger could use different escalators or staircases
to move between the areas.

Travel times between stops on the 2nd floor (i.e., between areas 1 to 4) did not show a
significant problem in terms of capacity, and therefore the results will not be reported here.

9.2. Model A—A Model of Normal State
9.2.1. Evaluation of Pedestrian Areas

Table 7 shows the detected densities of pedestrians, including perceived densities,
average walking speed and especially the level of LoS. The model, which was loaded
with normal traffic volumes, shows degree A in all observed pedestrian areas, i.e., free
movement of pedestrians without mutual conflicts and by chosen speed of walking.

Table 7. Level of Service of movement of pedestrians on pedestrian areas (Model A).

Area 1 Density (person/m2) Perceived Density (person/m2) Speed (km/h) Level of Service (LoS)

1 0.03 2.19 0.50 A
2 0.01 0.02 1.06 A
3 0.02 0.04 1.91 A
4 0.01 0.02 2.25 A
5 0.01 0.05 3.63 A
6 0.01 0.02 3.36 A

1 See Figure 6.

It is clear from the result that the areas of bus and tram platforms (areas no. 1–4) show
lower speeds than, e.g., area no. 5 (walk-through corridor), which serves only for transfers
of passengers and not for waiting for the bus/tram connection.

The course of changes in densities of pedestrians over time is shown in the graph in
Figure 12 (as explained above, the analyses took place over a time of 600–3600 s). Both from
Table 7 and from this graph, it is obvious that the highest density values were reached on
areas 1 and 3 or, from the more detailed analyses shown in the graph, also area 5. However,
as already mentioned, these values are so small that it can be stated that in Model A, the
analysed pedestrian areas are satisfactory in terms of capacity.
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The results of the evaluation of LoS for pedestrians in the cluster are shown in
Table 8. As described in Table 5 the areas of stops should correspond to the degree C
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or better. The results of the analysis show that both bus platforms (areas no. 1 and 2) and
one of the tram platforms (area no. 4) meet the requirement for sufficient LoS (i.e., degree
C or B). The second tram platform (area no. 3) and the area on the ground floor with the
bus stop (i.e., area no. 1) already show LoS at degree D. The final degree of LoS for the
analysed transit node is given by the worst degree of LoS of the observed areas, i.e., in this
case D (i.e., according to areas no. 3 and 6).

Table 8. Level of Service for pedestrians in clusters for maximum peak hour (Model A).

Area 1 Surface Area [m2]
Volume

[person/h]
Average Number of

People/m2
Average Area
(m2/person)

Level of Service
(LoS)

1 307 414 1.35 0.47 C
2 307 254 0.83 1.21 B
3 375 594 1.58 0.63 D
4 375 461 1.23 0.81 C
6 637 1597 2.51 0.40 D

Overall degree of LoS: D
1 See Figure 6.

From what is mentioned above, it follows that the transit node does not meet the
requirements of the required level of LoS during peak hours. However, it must be taken
into account that the course of pedestrian volumes is usually not uniform in the case of
transit nodes. There are some waves of moving people, which are caused by the arrival of
public transport vehicles. Passengers who get out of the vehicle will then and temporarily
increase the current volume of pedestrians, which after a certain time will decrease again
after the dispersal of passengers. Standard CSN 73 6110 [82] allows for these cases the
evaluation of the capacity of the transfer node using a 15 min peak. In this case, the
resulting degrees of LoS are significantly more favourable, as shown in Table 9. It is clear
from the results that all areas reach degree A, i.e., that they meet the requirements for the
minimum degree C of LoS. When evaluating capacity with this permitted procedure, the
analysed transit node complies with the capacity.

Table 9. Level of Service for pedestrians in the cluster for a 15 min peak (Model A).

Area 1 Surface Area (m2)
Volume

(persons/15 min)
Average Number

of People/m2
Average Area in

m2/Person
Level of Service

(LoS)

1 307 148 0.48 2.07 A
2 307 108 0.35 2.84 A
3 375 150 0.40 3.64 A
4 375 177 0.31 5.60 A
6 637 459 0.72 1.39 A

Overall degree of LoS: A
1 See Figure 6.

9.2.2. Evaluation of Escalators

Regarding the analysis of density on escalators, the densities of pedestrians are slightly
higher compared to pedestrian areas (which can be explained due to the tighter dimensions
of escalators)—see Table 10. However, the Level of Service still reaches sufficient degrees A
and B, i.e., again free movement with minimum effect of the presence of other pedestrians.
An interesting attribute is the perceived density, which indicates the number of people in
the vicinity of a given pedestrian, i.e., the number of passengers perceived in the immediate
surroundings. Its value is the highest for the escalator E1 leading from the bus stops H1–H4
(see Figure 4) downwards, i.e., from the 2nd floor to the connecting corridor on the 1st
floor. In general, we can state that in Model A, the analysed escalators are satisfactory in
terms of capacity.
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Table 10. Level of Service of escalators (Model A).

Escalator 1 Density
(person/m2)

Perceived Density
(person/m2) Level of Service (LoS)

E1-up 0.05 0.01 A
E1-down 0.20 0.27 B

E2-up 0.09 0.03 B
E2-down 0.24 0.16 B

E3-up 0.11 0.04 B
E3-down 0.13 0.08 B

E4-up 0.08 0.03 A
E4-down 0.12 0.08 B

E5-up 0.03 0.01 A
E5-down 0.11 0.18 B

E6-up 0.04 0.01 A
E6-down 0.18 0.12 B

1 See Figure 4.

The results of the analysis of escalator capacity reserves are shown in Table 11. From
the last column of the table, it is evident that the capacity reserves at the maximum capacity
for the used escalator configuration (i.e., 4800 persons/h—see above) are at least 90 percent.
Therefore, it can be stated that even with a real reduced capacity caused often by only
partial usage of escalators (distancing, luggage, etc.—see above), the capacity reserve of
escalators will still be sufficient.

Table 11. Capacity reserve of the escalators (Model A).

Escalator 1 Ie (persons/h) av (–) R (persons/h) R (%)

E1-up 218 0.045 4582 95.5
E1-down 178 0.037 4622 96.3

E2-up 465 0.097 4335 90.3
E2-down 320 0.067 4480 93.3

E3-up 213 0.044 4587 95.6
E3-down 381 0.079 4419 92.1

E4-up 308 0.064 4492 93.6
E4-down 153 0.032 4647 96.8

E5-up 136 0.028 4664 97.2
E5-down 138 0.029 4662 97.1

E6-up 224 0.047 4576 95.3
E6-down 228 0.048 4572 95.3

1 See Figure 4.

9.2.3. Evaluation of Staircases

As already shown from the performed traffic surveys, the traffic volumes on fixed
staircases are relatively low, from which it can be assumed that the density of people on the
staircases will also be negligible. Table 12 shows the densities of pedestrians, including the
perceived densities, average speeds of walking on staircases, and especially the degrees of
LoS. The Level of Service shows degree A for all monitored staircases, i.e., free movement
of pedestrians without mutual conflicts and by chosen speed of walking. It ranges from
3.14 km/h to 4.21 km/h. Thus, even in the case of fixed staircases, it can be stated that they
are satisfactory in terms of capacity within Model A.
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Table 12. Level of Service of staircases (Model A).

Staircase 1 Density (person/m2) Perceived Density (person/m2) Speed (km/h) Level of Service (LoS)

S1 0.01 0.02 3.25 A
S2 0.01 0.00 3.54 A
S3 0.01 0.01 3.23 A
S4 0.00 0.00 4.21 A
S5 0.00 0.00 2.93 A
S6 0.01 0.01 3.14 A
S7 0.01 0.01 3.24 A

1 See Figure 4.

9.2.4. Evaluation of Travel Times

Table 13 shows the average travel times found from the microsimulation traffic model,
including the number of pedestrians using the relevant route. Average travel times range
from about 1 to 2 min (or 60 to 120 s), which is not a significant problem for the analysed
transit node in terms of capacity, and it corresponds to reality. In terms of the analysis of
travel times, it can be stated that Model A is suitable.

Table 13. Analysis of travel times (Model A).

Designation of
Routes Initial Area 1 Final Area1 Direction of

Walking
Average Travel Time

[s]
Number of Pedestrians

[person/h]

d1 1 6 down 84.85 164
d2 2 6 down 62.62 88
d3 3 6 down 127.79 131
d4 4 6 down 104.84 130

u1 6 1 up 70.1 37
u2 6 2 up 116.8 15
u3 6 3 up 86.77 76
u4 6 4 up 120.93 52

1 See Figure 6.

9.3. Model B—A Model Taking into Account the New Tram Line
9.3.1. Evaluation of Pedestrian Areas

Model B took into account the situation affected by the construction of the planned
new tram line (see above). Compared to Model A, this model respected certain changes,
such as the transfer of part of the passengers between individual bus and tram lines, the
cancellation of one bus link, etc. The way of analysis was identical to that of Model A.
Table 14 shows the detected pedestrian densities, including perceived densities, average
walking speed and degrees of LoS. It was found that Model B also shows degree A in all
observed pedestrian areas, i.e., free movement of pedestrians without mutual conflicts and
by chosen speed of walking.

Table 14. Level of Service for movement of pedestrians on pedestrian areas (Model B).

Area 1 Density
[person/m2]

Perceived Density
[person/m2]

Speed
[km/h] Level of Service (LoS)

1 0.03 1.1 0.44 A
2 0.01 0.04 0.77 A
3 0.02 0.05 2 A
4 0.01 0.02 2.28 A
5 0.01 0.04 3.62 A
6 0.01 0.03 3.3 A

1 See Figure 6.
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There were no significant changes in densities on the observed areas compared to the
previous model. Densities have slightly increased in areas 1 and 3, i.e., stops for transport
links in the direction of Poruba, where a new tram line is to be designed. The models
were analysed during the afternoon peak hour, when there is an increased transfer of
people from the centre to the district of Poruba. This circumstance is also affected by the
redistribution of passengers from the cancelled bus link to the tram.

The course of changes in the densities of pedestrians over time is shown in the graph
in Figure 13 (as explained above, the analyses took place over a time of 600–3600 s). Both
Table 14 and this graph show that the highest density values were in areas 1 and 3. However,
as already mentioned, these values are so small that it can be stated that in Model B the
analysed pedestrian areas are satisfactory in terms of capacity.
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The results of the LoS evaluation for pedestrians in the cluster are shown in Table
15 (for peak hour) and in Table 16 (for a 15 min peak). Compared to Model A, the LoS
deteriorated in some areas for the peak hour, but generally the LoS is also at degree D. In
the 15 min peak analysis, the LoS values are the same as for Model A at degree A.

Table 15. Level of Service for pedestrians in the cluster for maximum peak hour (Model B).

Area 1 Surface Area (m2)
Volume

(persons/h)
Average Number

of People/m2
Average Area
(m2/person)

Level of Service
(LoS)

1 307 398 1.30 0.77 C
2 307 201 0.65 1.53 D
3 375 601 1.60 0.62 D
4 375 528 1.41 0.71 D
6 637 1429 2.24 0.45 C

Overall degree of LoS: D
1 See Figure 6.
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Table 16. Level of Service for pedestrians in the cluster for a 15 min peak (Model B).

Area 1 Surface Area (m2)
Volume

(persons/15 min)
Average Number

of People/m2
Average Area
(m2/person)

Level of Service
(LoS)

1 307 112 0.36 2.74 A
2 307 65 0.21 4.72 A
3 375 152 0.41 2.47 A
4 375 139 0.37 2.70 A
6 637 397 0.62 1.60 A

Overall degree of LoS: A
1 See Figure 6.

9.3.2. Evaluation of Escalators

In the case of analysis of escalators, some minor changes can be observed compared
to Model A—see Table 17. However, the density still remains relatively low and the Level
of Service still reaches sufficient degrees A and B, i.e., again free movement with minimum
impact of other pedestrians. Here, too, it can be stated that within the Model B, the analysed
escalators are satisfactory in terms of capacity.

Table 17. Level of Service of escalators (Model B).

Escalator 1 Density (person/m2)
Perceived Density

(person/m2)
Level of Service

(LoS)

E1-up 0.03 0.00 A
E1-down 0.16 0.27 B

E2-up 0.09 0.02 B
E2-down 0.25 0.16 B

E3-up 0.10 0.03 B
E3-down 0.16 0.09 B

E4-up 0.09 0.02 B
E4-down 0.13 0.10 B

E5-up 0.04 0.01 A
E5-down 0.10 0.17 B

E6-up 0.04 0.01 A
E6-down 0.19 0.11 B

1 See Figure 4.

The capacity reserves of escalators are stated in Table 18. Here, too, these reserves are
at least 90 percent and the escalators are also satisfactory from this point of view.

9.3.3. Evaluation of Staircases

Table 19 shows the determined densities of pedestrians, including perceived densities,
average speed of walking the staircases and degrees of LoS. The Level of Service again
shows degree A for all observed staircases, i.e., free movement of pedestrians without
mutual conflicts and by the chosen speed of walking. It ranges from 3.02 km/h to 3.68 km/h.
Thus, even in the case of fixed staircases, it can be stated that they are satisfactory in terms
of capacity within Model B.
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Table 18. Capacity reserves of escalators (Model B).

Escalator 1 Ie (persons/h) av (–) R (persons/h) R (%)

E1-up 198 0.041 4602 95.9
E1-down 149 0.031 4651 96.9

E2-up 458 0.095 4342 90.5
E2-down 280 0.058 4520 94.2

E3-up 278 0.058 4522 94.2
E3-down 405 0.084 4395 91.6

E4-up 358 0.075 4442 92.5
E4-down 198 0.041 4602 95.9

E5-up 120 0.025 4680 97.5
E5-down 117 0.024 4683 97.6

E6-up 201 0.042 4599 95.8
E6-down 197 0.041 4603 95.9

1 See Figure 4.

Table 19. Level of Service of staircases (Model B).

Staircase 1 Density (person/m2)
Perceived Density

(person/m2) Speed (km/h) Level of Service (LoS)

S1 0.00 0.01 3.31 A
S2 0.01 0.01 3.53 A
S3 0.01 0.00 3.31 A
S4 0.00 0.00 3.68 A
S5 0.00 0.03 3.02 A
S6 0.01 0.01 3.12 A
S7 0.01 0.00 3.44 A

1 See Figure 4.

9.3.4. Evaluation of Travel Times

Even in the case of the Model B, the travel times of passengers were from the edges
of the model to stops, and vice versa (see explanation above). Table 20 shows the average
travel times found from the microsimulation traffic model, including the number of pedes-
trians using the relevant route. The average travel times, similarly to Model A, range from
about 1 to 2 min (or 60 to 130 s), which again does not represent a significant problem for
the analysed transit node in terms of capacity. From the point of view of the analysis of
travel times, it can be stated that Model B, like the previous Model A, is suitable.

Table 20. Analysis of travel times (Model B).

No. of Routes Initial Area 1 Final Area 1 Direction of Walking Average Travel
Time (s)

Number of Pedestrians
(person/h)

d1 1 6 down 86.18 148
d2 2 6 down 62.55 93
d3 3 6 down 129.18 170
d4 4 6 down 100.96 138

u1 6 1 up 83.84 28
u2 6 2 up 118.73 14
u3 6 3 up 86.64 80
u4 6 4 up 114.03 61

1 See Figure 6.
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9.4. Model C—A Model at Full Load
9.4.1. Evaluation of Pedestrian Areas

As mentioned earlier, the third and at the same time the last Model C was burdened
with extraordinary traffic volumes, when the volumes of pedestrians were increased,
as well as the number of chosen traffic connections (see details above). The method of
analysis was again similar to the previous models. Table 21 shows the detected densities of
pedestrians, including perceived densities, average walking speed and degrees of LoS. It
was found that Model C also shows degree A in all monitored pedestrian areas, i.e., free
movement of pedestrians without mutual conflicts and by chosen speed of walking.

Table 21. Level of Service for the movement of pedestrians on pedestrian areas (Model C).

Area 1 Density (person/m2) Perceived Density (person/m2) Speed (km/h) Level of Service (LoS)

1 0.02 0.77 0.44 A
2 0.01 0.04 0.78 A

3 0.02 0.05 2.01 A
4 0.01 0.02 2.24 A
5 0.01 0.04 3.63 A
6 0.01 0.03 3.33 A

1 See Figure 6.

The course of changes in the densities of pedestrians over time is shown in the graph
in Figure 14 (analyses were again performed in the time 600–3600 s). It is clear from this
graph that the densities decrease to zero only exceptionally. On the contrary, it reaches
higher values of maximum density compared to previous models. However, even here
these values are low, and it can be stated that in Model C the analysed pedestrian areas are
satisfactory in terms of capacity.
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The results of the evaluation of LoS for pedestrians in the cluster are shown in Table 22
(for the peak hour) and in Table 23 (for a 15 min peak). Compared to the previous models,
however, there was logically a significant deterioration in LoS. In the case of the peak hour,
one area showed degree E and the other degree F. Generally, LoS is also at degree F, which
is of course unsatisfactory.
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Table 22. Level of Service for pedestrians in a cluster for maximum peak hour (Model C).

Area 1 Surface Area (m2)
Volume

(persons/h)
Average Number of

People/m2
Average Area
(m2/person) Level of Service (LoS)

1 307 1656 5.39 0.19 F
2 307 1016 3.31 0.30 E
3 375 2376 6.34 0.16 F
4 375 1844 4.92 0.20 F
6 637 6388 10.03 0.10 F

Overall degree of LoS: F
1 See Figure 6.

Table 23. Level of Service for pedestrians in a cluster for a 15 min peak (Model C).

Area 1 Surface Area (m2)
Volume

(persons/15 min)
Average Number of

People/m2
Average Area
(m2/person) Level of Service (LoS)

1 307 592 1.93 0.52 D
2 307 432 1.41 0.71 D
3 375 600 1.60 0.63 D
4 375 468 1.25 0.80 B
6 637 1836 2.88 0.35 E

Overall degree of LoS: E
1 See Figure 6.

In the analysis of a 15 min peak, the LoS values are already more favourable, but
the overall LoS is at an unsatisfactory degree E. According to Table 5, this degree of LoS
involves unavoidable physical contact with other people and movement within the cluster
is impossible. This condition is only possible for short-term peak hour traffic (e.g., for
sports matches, etc.), which is the case with Model C.

9.4.2. Evaluation of Escalators

In the analysis of escalators in Model C, however, their density, or LoS, does not reach
critical values—see Table 24. The Level of Service still reaches sufficient degrees A and
B, i.e., again free movement with minimal impact of the presence of other pedestrians,
although in this model, worse degree B prevails. However, it can still be stated that in
Model C, the analysed escalators are satisfactory in terms of capacity.

Table 24. Level of Service of escalators (Model C).

Escalator 1 Density (person/m2)
Perceived Density

(person/m2)
Level of Service

(LoS)

E1-up 0.03 0.00 A
E1-down 0.15 0.26 B

E2-up 0.09 0.02 B
E2-down 0.25 0.15 B

E3-up 0.11 0.03 B
E3-down 0.16 0.09 B

E4-up 0.09 0.02 B
E4-down 0.13 0.09 B

E5-up 0.04 0.01 A
E5-down 0.11 0.17 B

E6-up 0.05 0.02 A
E6-down 0.19 0.10 B

1 See Figure 4.
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However, the capacity reserves of escalators for the extremely loaded model are
already lower than in previous models (see Table 25), which could be assumed. The lowest
value is about 60%, the highest is close to 90%. Nevertheless, it can be stated that escalators
are also satisfactory in this respect.

Table 25. Capacity reserves of escalators (Model C).

Escalator 1 Ie (persons/h) av (–) R (persons/h) R (%)

E1-up 872 0.182 3928 81.8
E1-down 712 0.148 4088 85.2

E2-up 1860 0.388 2940 61.3
E2-down 1280 0.267 3520 73.3

E3-up 852 0.178 3948 82.3
E3-down 1524 0.318 3276 68.3

E4-up 1232 0.257 3568 74.3
E4-down 612 0.128 4188 87.3

E5-up 544 0.113 4256 88.7
E5-down 552 0.115 4248 88.5

E6-up 896 0.187 3904 81.3
E6-down 912 0.190 3888 81.0

1 See Figure 4.

9.4.3. Evaluation of Staircases

Table 26 shows the determined densities of pedestrians, including perceived densities,
average speed of walking on the staircases and degrees of LoS. The Level of Service again
shows degree A for all observed staircases, i.e., free movement of pedestrians without
mutual conflicts and by chosen speed of walking. It ranges from 3.06 km/h to 3.68 km/h.
In the case of fixed staircases, it can be stated that within Model C, they are satisfactory in
terms of capacity, even in the case of significantly increased volumes of pedestrians.

Table 26. Level of Service of staircases (Model C).

Staircase 1 Density (person/m2)
Perceived Density

(person/m2) Speed (km/h) Level of Service (LoS)

S1 0.00 0.02 3.29 A
S2 0.01 0.01 3.52 A
S3 0.01 0.01 3.23 A
S4 0.00 0.00 3.68 A
S5 0.00 0.03 3.06 A
S6 0.01 0.01 3.09 A
S7 0.01 0.01 3.51 A

1 See Figure 4.

9.4.4. Evaluation of Travel Times

Table 27 shows the average travel times found from the microsimulation traffic model,
including the number of pedestrians using the relevant route (for details, see previous
subsections). As in the case of Model A, the average travel times range from about 1 to
2 min, which does not represent a significant problem for the analysed transit node in
terms of capacity. However, the increase is noticeable (only in one case is the average travel
time about 60 s; the other routes then start at about 90 s). Given that the increase in travel
times at full load was nevertheless expected, there are no high values, and it can be stated
that the Model C is suitable in terms of analysis of travel times.
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Table 27. Analysis of travel times (Model C).

No. of Routes Initial Area 1 Final Area 1 Direction of Walking Average Travel
Time (s)

Number of Pedestrians
(person/h)

d1 1 6 down 85.89 159
d2 2 6 down 62.49 106
d3 3 6 down 129.06 200
d4 4 6 down 99.43 167

u1 6 1 up 87.64 34
u2 6 2 up 113.75 19
u3 6 3 up 87.13 99
u4 6 4 up 113.95 79

1 See Figure 6.

9.5. An Overall Evaluation of the Results of Analysis for Models A, B and C
9.5.1. Evaluation of Pedestrian Areas

When evaluating the pedestrian areas of the analysed transit node in terms of pedes-
trian movement, it was found that all monitored areas in all three models show a Level
of Service at degree A (i.e., free movement of pedestrians without conflicts and by chosen
speed of walking). The obtained results are for the individual models in Tables 7, 14 and 21.
The time courses of the densities of pedestrians are shown in the graphs in Figures 12–14
for the individual models. The densities of pedestrians change over time depending on the
arriving bus/tram link. It is obvious that in Model C (i.e., full load), the values of densities
of pedestrians increase. However, generally, it can be stated that in terms of the movement
of pedestrians on pedestrian areas, all three models are suitable.

From the perspective of evaluation of the areas, where there are stops, and therefore,
where there is a cluster of people, the situation is relatively different. When comparing
the Level of Service for peak hour (see Table 8, Table 15, and Table 22), for some areas of
Models A and B there is a clear deterioration in degrees of LoS up to degree D (i.e., LoS
of the whole transit node is on degree D). However, the standard requires a maximum of
degree C (see earlier). Model C has already, with one exception, exceeded capacity, i.e.,
the degree of LoS is at degree F (the total LoS is then also at degree F). These results are
illustrated in the graph in Figure 15.
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Figure 6).

As mentioned earlier, the standard also allows to evaluate the clusters using a 15 min
peak. The results in Tables 9, 16 and 23 show that for Models A and B, the LoS drops to de-
gree A for all areas (see Figure 16). Model C will show a relatively significant improvement
(even one area has degree B), but unsatisfactory degrees of LoS still predominate. At least
the finding that according to this evaluation the capacity is no longer exceeded in any area
(i.e., degree F) is positive. It can be stated that in terms of evaluation of pedestrian clusters
at stops, Models A and B are satisfactory. Model C, which is fully loaded, will meet the
capacity, but the requirement for LoS is not fulfilled.
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9.5.2. Evaluation of Escalators

Escalators could theoretically be considered one of the critical points of transit nodes.
These are objects with a limited width and a limited speed of movement. However, the
results of the analyses performed on the monitored transit node show that the escalators do
not show major problems. Evaluation of Level of Service (see Tables 10, 17 and 24) shows
that a maximum of degree B is achieved for all three models (see Figure 17). The results
from the evaluation of escalators according to the capacity reserve (see Tables 11, 18 and 25)
also show sufficient capacity (see Figure 18). It is obvious that in the first two models
the capacity reserve is higher (i.e., above 90%), and in the third model it is lower (approx.
60–90%). However, even these reserves are more than sufficient. Therefore, it can be stated
that the escalators of the analysed transit node are satisfactory for all three models.
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9.5.3. Evaluation of Staircases

The results of the analyses of Level of Service of the staircases of the analysed transit
node are given in Tables 12, 19 and 26. The evaluation is very simple here. All staircases of
all three models are suitable in terms of Level of Service (they reach LoS at degree A).
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9.5.4. Evaluation of Travel Times

One of the important parameters that are monitored within the transit nodes are the
so-called travel times. The models created in the PTV VISSIM/VISWALK program showed
that travel times between stops on the 2nd floor (i.e., between areas 1 to 4—see Figure 6) did
not show a significant problem in terms of capacity and were therefore not further analysed.
However, the travel times between area no. 6 on the ground floor and the remaining areas
on the bus/tram stops (i.e., area nos. 1 to 4) and vice versa were analysed in more detail.

The results of these analyses are for the individual models in Tables 13, 20 and 27.
Generally, the average travel times range from about 60 to 130 s (see Figure 19). It can be
seen that, with a few exceptions, the travel times for individual routes (d1–d4, u1–u4) reach
similar values without distinguishing a specific model.
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The analysed travel times do not represent a problem in terms of movement between
individual areas, and therefore it can be stated that the analysed transit node in terms of
travel time of pedestrians is satisfactory.

10. Discussion and Conclusions

The article uses a specific example of complex transit node between bus and tram
transport to analyse the transfers of passengers using a microsimulation traffic model
created in the PTV VISSIM/VISWALK program. The created model was loaded in three
ways: Model A with normal vehicle and passenger volumes, Model B took into account
the extension of the existing tram network by a new line, and Model C, which was loaded
with extraordinary volumes that may occur during cultural or sports events.

The analyses focused on the evaluation of the Level of Service or on capacity reserves,
and various parts of the transit node, i.e., areas intended for movement and waiting
(clusters) of passengers, escalators and fixed staircases. Each model was also analysed
in terms of travel times of people. From the results given in Section 9 (or see the overall
evaluation in Section 9.5), it follows that the analysed transit node is in all observed aspects
satisfactory, even in the case of Model C, which is loaded with extraordinary volumes.
Certain not excellent results are in case of evaluation of Level of Service for areas used
by passengers waiting for a bus/tram connection (especially for Model C), which was
expected because in case of extraordinary events, clusters of people at stops are common.
In addition, this condition occurs exceptionally.
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Although the results presented in the previous sections show that the analysed transit
node is suitable in terms of capacity, largely even under extraordinary load, it is always
appropriate to think about whether it is realistic, or useful, to increase the capacity (if possi-
ble, without significant construction modifications or at high financial costs). If we look,
for example, at how the capacity of a standard transport structure can be increased, such as
a road or an intersection, it is often the case that additional lanes are added, or these lanes
are widened, etc. However, this often leads to disproportionate land use, high financial
investments, etc. This trend is certainly not in compliance with transport sustainability,
as mentioned in the introduction of this article. In the case of a transit node, in order to
increase the capacity of pedestrian areas (either areas for the movement of passengers
or areas intended for passengers waiting for a bus/tram connection), or escalators and
staircases, their dimension could be increased. However, this is in conflict with what is
mentioned earlier, i.e., that there would be expensive construction modifications, which,
for example, would not even be possible in the case of the analysed transit node (three-level
bridge structure).

It is worth considering increasing the capacity of escalators. Due to their fixed width
and the speed of staircases, it can happen that in the case of, for example, a significant jump
in pedestrian volumes, the capacity of the escalator will be exceeded. Fortunately for the
analysed transit node, the occurrence of this danger is compensated by the fact that there
is a standard staircase with sufficient width near each escalator (however, this may not
generally be the case). One way to increase the capacity of escalators is to increase their
nominal speed. The escalators of the analysed transit node are designed for a nominal
speed of 0.5 m/s, and their constructional arrangement does not allow to increase their
speed [75]. In the case of a requirement for a higher nominal speed of escalators, the
design of the track system, chains, drives, etc., would have to be modified. This would,
among other things, result in a change in the dimensions of the escalator design itself
(requirement CSN EN 115 [83]). Although this European standard allows solutions with
a speed of up to 0.75 m/s (see Table 6), this cannot be applied to the escalators of the
analysed transit node, for the reasons stated above. Changing the dimensions of escalators
(i.e., changing the length, width and inclination) would again mean financially demanding
modifications, which would also not be possible from a construction point of view. For
interest, we state here that escalators with a higher nominal speed of 0.75 m/s are used,
for example, in the underground of the capital Prague, where, however, there are much
higher passenger volumes compared to the transit node we are monitoring. It is also worth
considering that higher escalator speeds can cause passengers to keep more distance (for
example, for personal safety reasons) and that the actual capacity of the escalator may
decrease. People with reduced mobility may also have problems using escalators with
higher nominal speeds.

There is also consideration (even commonly practised in some cities) as to whether
the capacity of escalators could not be increased by “optically splitting” the escalator into
left and right parts (in the direction of movement). In one part, passengers would stand
and in the other, faster passengers could “run up/run down” the escalators. However, the
experience is that there is a rather negligible increase in the capacity of the escalator. This
practice presents problems for escalator operators, as there is more wear on the moving
components in the part where the passengers are standing [75], which can cause fault in
the escalator and eventually endanger the functionality of the entire transit node. It should
be noted that the PTV VISSIM/VISWALK program allows the option of using both sides of
the escalators.

On the example of a specific transit node with bus and tram transport, which is built on
a bridge construction with three height levels, the use of microsimulation traffic modelling
for the capacity evaluation of the transit node was shown. The creation of the model itself is
a relatively time-consuming work, which, however, depends on how accurate we want this
model, or we need to have. Naturally, the model will never be, and cannot be, an absolutely
exact copy of the real world or its parts (here the transit node). It mainly depends on the
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purpose for which the created model is to be used. The more complicated, or accurate
model we require, the more difficult it is to create.

However, subsequent work with the final model (i.e., loading with different volumes
of pedestrians and vehicles, making changes in the number of bus/tram connections or
links, or changes of the speed of escalators, etc.) brings many significant advantages. These
changes can be made relatively quickly in the model (the condition is, of course, to have the
appropriate data), and it is also fast to obtain results from the simulations. For example, the
PTV VISSIM/VISWALK program performs hourly simulations as standard, which can be
“accelerated” when starting this program so that the relevant results are available in about
5 min. This operability is one of the main advantages of microsimulation traffic models,
which significantly exceeds the disadvantages associated with long model creation.

The examples given in this article are only a fraction of how the created model of the
analysed transit node could be used. A number of other examples of usage could be found,
such as using the model to find the optimal solution for timetable changes (which usually
occur at the beginning of the year and during the summer holidays) so that the capacity
of the transit node is not exceeded and its functionality disrupted. We also see the use
of the model at this time influenced by the COVID-19 pandemic, when using the model
can well and quickly find optimal solution for the number of connections and sequential
arrivals/departures of bus/tram connections to and from stops, so as larger groups of
people do not gather together as a part of hygiene measures. The main task of the article
was then to point out that the use of microsimulation traffic models can be an important
part in the design of transport structures to ensure both the availability of public transport
and the required sustainability. Of course, the reality may be different in the end, but the
results from the traffic models give us a certain idea of the behaviour of the traffic on the
monitored transport structure.

The performed analyses at the transit node are a very important basis for further
development of the solved locality. As already mentioned, the location is close to the
passenger train station. At present, major changes are planned here in terms of track
routing and in the overall modification of the transit node. A high-speed railway is also
planned in the locality, which will have a stop at this train station. The overall modification
of the railway connection may affect the intensity of pedestrian traffic at the modelled
transit node. Furthermore, in the locality between the analysed transit node and the
train station, the construction of a three-storey multifunctional building is planned, in
which shops, restaurants, etc. will be located. And it will be followed by a 12-storey
administrative building. It is obvious that there will be an increase in interest in this locality
from the point of view of pedestrians and public transport. Therefore, this model is already
properly prepared and tested for future input of relevant data. These requirements were
not taken into account in the performed simulations, as the necessary data are currently
being collected as part of the construction preparation.

In the Czech Republic, it is not a common practice to use traffic models to simulate
the movement of people in such important transport structures. Rather, models related
to traffic at intersections, models of evacuation of people, etc., are used. Therefore, the
present article dealt with research and the given hypothesis, whether it is possible in our
conditions to relevantly use the traffic modelling of the transit node, so that the model is
sufficiently effective and ready for further future use.

The presented analysis concerning the capacity evaluation of a chosen transit node
using the microsimulation traffic model created in the PTV VISSIM/VISWALK program
thus confirms the hypothesis stated in the introduction of this article. Microsimulation
traffic models are undoubtedly a suitable tool that can be used in the search for the optimal
transport solution of critical points of the public transport network to ensure adequate
transport accessibility and related transport sustainability.
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